Depsipeptide methodology for solid-phase peptide synthesis: circumventing side reactions and development of an automated technique via depsidipeptide units.
The depsipeptide technique is a recently developed method for peptide synthesis which is applicable to difficult sequences when the synthetic difficulty arises because of aggregation phenomena. In the present work, application of the depsipeptide method to extremely difficult sequences has been demonstrated and a serious side reaction involving diketopiperazine formation uncovered and subsequently avoided by the appropriate use of the Bsmoc protecting group. Many other aspects of the technique have been investigated, such as the stability of the depsi units during assembly and workup procedures, the completeness of the O-acylation step, the occurrence of epimerization of the amino acid activated during O-acylation, and the nature of side products formed. In addition, the method was modified so as to allow for completely automated syntheses of long-chain depsipeptides without the need for any interruption by manual esterification procedures. Finally, the synthesis efficiency of the new depsipeptide technique was shown to be comparable to that of the well-known pseudoproline technique.